
FLEXSHIELDS, LOCK-OUTS & KEY PULLING TOOLS 

with a FlexShieldTM Keyboard Protector.  Protect your 
keyboard from cigarette ashes, coffee, soft drinks, paper 
clips, greasy fingers, food, glue, and more!  Our high-
quality urethane FlexShield can repel hazards while still 
allowing full use of the keyboard.  When mishaps occur, 
just wipe the mess away and wash it with soapy water.  
There are 1,000's of different FlexShield designs to choose 
from, fitting most makes and models.  With our highly 
flexible material base, you'll find that every key is just as 
easy to use as ever, without any restriction or interference 
from the membrane on the neighboring keys.  Regardless 
of which keyboard, cash register, phone, or any other 
electronically keyed devise you have, we've got you 
covered.  Call our sales department today with the 
make, model, & FCC I.D.# for your custom flexshield 
and give your keyboard some protection!

Defend Against Spills & Dirt
Defend against spills & dirt with a FlexShield™ Keyboard protector. 

Ring type key puller.

Universal key puller.

Keyboard Maintenance and 
Key Replacement.
To exchange keys, first you have to remove them.  If you 
don't already have one, you'll need a key puller to 
remove keys and key caps.  The Hooleon Universal Key 
Puller uses a specially designed flexible metal wire to lift 
any size or style key from most make/model keyboards.  
The Ring Type Key Pullers are plastic versions of our 
Universal Key Puller and work well on most makes and 
models. 

FLEXSHIELD™ KEYBOARD 
PROTECTOR    $12.95  	 	(Call for part #)

KEY PULLERS:  For easy key removal. 

IBM KEY PULLER  (not shown)   #281-312-0002    $3.95
UNIVERSAL KEY PULLER          281-999-0039      6.95
RING KEY PULLER                      281-312-0049      2.49

HARD LOCK-OUTS
IBM
WYSE
HP VECTRA
SEJIN 

KeyStopperTM Key Lock-Outs
Prevent costly data loss caused by accidental 
keystrokes by locking out critical keys during keyboard 
operation or programming.  
To completely disable a key, use a "Hard" KeyStopper 
(solid ring).
To partially immobilize a key, use the "Soft" KeyStopper.   

SOFT LOCK-OUTS
1X DEC LK401 
1X DEC LK201
1.5X DEC LK401
HP VECTRA
IBM SPRING
KEYTRONIC SPRING
LINK
WYSE
UNIVERSAL
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NOTICE On Accessory orders please call

for part number. To be sure of a

correct fit, be ready to supply us

with the make and model and

FCC number of your keyboard.

Sales:   

1-800-937-1337
Admin:    

1-505-253-4503
Fax:        

1-505-253-4299

E-mail:

sales@hooleon.com
Internet:

www.hooleon.com

304West Denby Avenue
Melrose, NM  88124 USA

Now there's a new line of "made-to-last" universal dust covers,
offering the best protection you can get from dust, spills, etc. for
your equipment.  Call a sales representative for information.
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